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The first two chapters of Nation on Board de‐
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hardships and created opportunities for them‐
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However, a lag in the education and training of
Nigerian officers meant the colonial era’s racial di‐
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ity while at sea. The common practice of private
trading in secondhand goods continued, but as cir‐
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smuggling—became another “viable means for
maintaining

some

autonomy

and

wealth”

amongst seamen (p. 191).
While a complete NNSL archive does not exist,
Schler skillfully gathered evidence from govern‐
ment, corporate, and personal collections in Nige‐
ria, Liverpool, London, and Amsterdam to tell the
story of the company and its employees. By far her
most fruitful and interesting sources are seventy
oral interviews with former NNSL employees at all
levels of service—from rank-and-file seamen to
upper management—collected by Schler in the
2000s. The interviews reveal how nationalism and
the nation-state were imagined by “everyday
Africans” and show that one’s experience of na‐
tionalism was largely determined by class (p. 11).
Schler concludes that for most Nigerian seamen
“life on ships became a microcosm of the disap‐
pointments and disempowerment they experi‐
enced in the postindependence era” (p. 157).
Highly organized and well written, Lynn
Schler’s Nation on Board is an important addition
to the fields of maritime history, labor history, busi‐
ness history, and the history of decolonization.
Schler uses an analytical framework transnation‐
al in scope and her argument successfully con‐
nects West African workers with global flows of
people, capital, and ideas. Schler’s impeccable re‐
search contributes to growing trends in maritime
and business history that connect corporations
with the social and cultural realities of their em‐
ployees, recognize businesses as highly political
rather than just economic enterprises, and contex‐
tualize shipping companies within global, nation‐
al, and local webs of power. Finally, Nation on
Board reminds us of the many ways colonialism
continues to impact our postcolonial world.

If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at
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